
INFITECH SUMMER CUP HANDICAP MATCHPLAY INFO 

What is Handicap Matchplay 

Have a look at the score card. On the right-hand side, you will see a match index (different to the stoke 

index for each hole).  Check out your daily handicap (it’s on the card already) and work out who is the 

lowest handicap.  When playing handicap matchplay the low marker takes his handicap to zero whilst the 

higher handicap reduces his handicap by the number of shots the lower handicap dropped his.  EG lower 

marker is on 10 and the higher handicapper is on 18. The low marker goes to 0 and his competitor goes 

to 8. 

You both then play each hole and the one who holes out with the least amount of shots (on handicap) 

wins the hole.  Important to remember that the number of shots each of you gets is based on the MATCH 

INDEX.   Whoever wins the most holes wins the match.  If you are all square on the 18th hole then play 

the following holes, 1st, 8th and the 9th as a sudden death play-off; the first to win any of those holes will 

be the winner.  If all square after playing those holes, then play them again in that order until one of you 

wins a hole outright. 

Playing Summer Cup during normal competition 

This is not that much different to our “side games” we play each week. 

1. Check out the draw and arrange with your competitor to play your match before the date indicated 

above each round on the draw. 

2. You can play your match at the same time as playing in your normal competition (except stroke 

medal rounds).   

3. Play your normal round (eg stableford).  You are also playing against your competitor at the same 

time.  In matchplay it is acceptable to concede holes or to allow “gimmes”. If you are playing the 

normal comp at the same time you will NOT be able to do this.  You must play out each hole as 

normal. 

4. When you have finished the match please write your score on the draw chart near the stairs. 

5. Confused?  Give me a ring (0413738805) 

Keith Parry-Jones,  Capt. 


